
INTRODUCTION

Hark well, O reader, because your ears will not be fed with lies. It was the early 

Seventeenth Century and it was America. As writers, by the power that is rightfully 

ours, we will be telling a tale that is much older than our times and much farther 

away than where we find ourselves now.

On that very day, two men were walking side by side, following the Old Slow River’s 

dark waters. Hugo Pratt from fabled Venice, and Milo Manara from Verona of 

romantic fame they were, and they were men of tales, of words and pictures.

This is how Indian Summer is introduced to Italian readers in the early Nineteen 

Eighties, with a foreword penned by James Fenimore Cooper himself – or maybe, as 

many suspect, by his greatest Italian admirer, comics writer and artist Hugo Pratt.

By that time, Pratt is already a well-established and revered creator everywhere 

comics (fumetti, bandes dessinées, historietas, quadrinhos) are sold: his Ballad of the 

Salt Sea (1967)'s impressive roster of unforgetable characters has won readers' hearts 

and Corto Maltese, the Ballad's main character, is a world-recognized icon of 

individual freedom and longing for liberty and adventure (the Ballad ranks 62 in the 

"100 Books of the Century" list compiled in 1999 by French newspaper Le Monde, 

where titles like On the Road, The Martian Chronicles, The Catcher in the Rye and 

The Big Sleep rank 67, 70, 88 and 96, respectively).

A long, fascinating and almost hypnotic tale set on remote Pacific seas on the eve of 

WWI, and marked by Hugo Pratt's trademark "camera eye" and stylized linework, 

drawing both from Milton Caniff's seminal black & white and the Argentinian scene 

Pratt had been part of in the Nineteen Fifties, to many the Ballad is the definitive 

graphic novel.

More than a decade before Will Eisner's A Contract with God and almost two ahead 



of Art Spiegelman's Maus – and way before the somewhat controversial "graphic 

novel" term came into fashion – the Ballad raises the standard for visual storytelling, 

succeeding in delivering high-quality entertainment to both the halls of academe and 

to much wider audiences, dissolving traditional distinctions between highbrow and 

lowbrow, "sophisticated" and "mainstream".

An attitude written in its DNA right from the onset: just like 19th and 20th Century 

feuilletons, the Ballad originates from a series of installments published in youth 

magazines and is then recognized as a masterwork "for adults" once collected in book 

form; it celebrates adventure and exoticism (more traditionally related to cheap, or 

"popular" entertainment) as crucial dimensions of the human spirit; with its discreet 

but pervasive flood of subtle historical, geographical and literary quotes and 

references, it is acclaimed as one the most learned and richly scholarly "comic books" 

ever (hence Umberto Eco's famous half-joke: “When I want to relax I read Hegel, 

when I want something challenging I read Corto Maltese”, and the half-joke is on 

Hegel).

Hugo Pratt is also – literally – a character: in 1978 a very talented 33-year old artist 

named Milo Manara publishes H.P. and Giuseppe Bergman, a long, surreal and 

eclectic tale about what adventure is or should be, and what "makes it tick": there's 

little doubt about whom the H.P. character – a middle-aged, inscrutable man tirelessly 

pursued by Giuseppe Bergman, a younger, obsessed man sharing more than a vague 

likeness with Manara – stands for.

Since then, the Giuseppe Bergman concept has evolved into a series and stayed with 

Manara for more than 25 years, with its sixth part published in 2004. The Manara 

Library will include all these books.

The story is intriguing and unconventional enough, but what makes a difference is the 

art: the linework is solid and gorgeously rich at the same time, with meticolously 

traced patterns of finely woven textures defining new ways of hatching. Much of this 



comes from Manara's admiration for the French genius Mœbius (comic artist Jean 

Giraud's nom de plume), whose revolutionary approach to comics and graphic arts 

has long been shaping (not only) the printed media, leaving his lasting mark in 

contemporary imaginative worlds (Mœbius designed for Ridley Scott's Alien, among 

other things).

Very simply, Mœbius can express as many different drawing techniques as he needs, 

effortlessly and mesmerizingly moving from one to another depending on needs or 

whims. His chameleon-like approach to drawing takes the comic world by storm, 

starting the "Métal Hurlant revolution", which in turn a few years later spawns its 

American counterpart, Heavy Metal.

But while many artists don't go much beyond mimicking Mœbius at a very skin-deep 

level, Manara – already an experienced artist on his own – respectfully takes from 

Mœbius a few graphic ideas, reworking them in what is destined to become his 

trademark, luscious line-style.

Then Pratt and Manara meet.

They become personal friends and before long – it couldn't be otherwise, between 

fellow comic artists – start talking about working together.

Pratt is spellbound by Manara's flawless technique.

Manara, already a well-known and high-selling artist in Europe, sees Pratt as his 

Mentor-in-Life-and-Art, not to mention professional reputation, and couldn't be more 

motivated.

On these foundations Indian Summer ("Tutto ricominciò con un'estate indiana") takes 

shape.

The story, debuted in 1983, draws on Pratt's love for early America's history, and 

writers like Nathaniel Hawthorne, Zane Grey and James Oliver Curwood. This is 



explicitly stated at the end of the story, where a very thin fictional veil just 

emphasizes what Pratt's original sources are.

Flawlessly in-context and historically grounded facts are a Pratt trademark, as is 

moody silence as a storytelling device in the long opening sequence, where time-

dilation reaches manga-like effects years before manga was commonly known and 

read in the West. And then there is the irony and unlikely, funny dialogues (Squando's 

people must be somehow related to the Ballad's Melanesian tribes, speaking Venitian 

dialect like veteran gondoliers).

Manara’s art for Indian Summer is a story in itself, reaching a new height of quality 

and showing a more stylized approach coexisting with the high definition and 

attention to detail Manara is already well-known for.

And then there are the women (which is precisely why Pratt serves torrid eroticism 

and puritan America's sordid secrets to Manara on a silver plate).

Manara's singular, world-renowned trait has always been his stunning ability in 

portraying young women of all sorts. His control over anatomy goes well beyond 

mere technique, becoming a style and form of personal expression, conveying a sense 

of charming, warm sensuality bordering on obsession.

Which regularly exposes Manara to charges of pornography-disguised-as-Art-with-a-

capital-A: while some of Manara's works can easily be classified as "pornographic" 

under many if not all reasonable definitions, it's hard to dismiss his depiction en 

pleine lumière of the female body as devoid of any aesthetic quality, even when 

ostensibly gratuitous. And with time, constant repetition of the above charges has 

been fostering a scandalous doubt: Can pornography itself be Art-with-a-capital-A?

Tough question (and if your answer is "yes", don't tell Reverend Black).

Believe it or not, there are beautifully drawn and solidly told works by Manara 



sparing us such a dilemma. The Paper Man (also known as "Quattro dita" / Four 

Fingers) appears a year before Indian Summer, already displaying Manara at his 

graphic peak.

And no sex scenes (with a bit of nudity and sexy situations to fill the gap).

The story originates from a challenge of sorts between Manara and Claude Moliterni, 

then Editor-in-Chief at Dargaud (France's premier comics publisher) and a key figure 

in postwar bandes dessinées: Manara wanted to tell a "Western" without a single 

gunshot from the beginning to the end, except possibly in the very last page. Things 

changed a bit along the way but he almost did it. And in doing so he did more, telling 

the slightly unlikely tale of an honest-to-God, good-hearted American young man 

meeting a gorgeous, Native American Manara-girl and a host of nutty characters.

A second story Manara never did would have revealed the origin of the title 

character's alternate name: in saloons he always orders "four fingers’ worth" of 

whiskey. But while Manara was at work on the first book, Dargaud was sold to a 

Catholic publishing group which very kindly made Manara understand he wasn't 

persona grata anymore. So adieu Paper Man.

The Paper Man is a brilliant comedy with a fable-like tone, filled with humor, 

adventure, drama, romance and a sprinkle of hellraisin', with a melancholic vein fully 

surfacing in its closing scenes.

Still today, thirty years after, it's viewed as one of Manara's finest stories and a good 

example of what its author thinks a "mainstream" comic book should be.

In Manara's view, comics should never give in to their mainstream vocation, i.e., 

aiming for large audiences. In order to be as appealing as possible, the work of art 

should and can display sophistication to a certain degree, while always staying 

intelligible. From this angle, it's easy to see how and why the Greats of the Past 

Manara admittedly considers his models, like Piero della Francesca, Raffaello, 



Botticelli and Caravaggio, were mainstream: their masterwoks never failed to speak 

to the general public of their time, as they speak to us today.

Dante's Commedia itself, defining Italian as a language and regarded as supremely 

impenetrable by generations of students since, was already immensely popular among 

people of all venues a few years after its appearance in early 14th Century, with 

otherwise illiterate peasants across Tuscany learning and declaiming the "Poem 

Supreme" by heart during long hours of hard work.

Comics are still very young, dating back less than two centuries or a little more than 

one, depending on which convention you choose to follow. (1896, with Hogan's 

Alley's first balloon ever to appear in a modern comic strip? 1865, with German 

satirical cartoonist Wilhelm Busch's Max und Moritz? The earlier decades of the 19th 

Century, with Swiss caricaturist Rodolphe Töpffer's proto-comics?)

Manara's career started more than 40 years ago: not a small part of the lifetime of 

comics as a medium. And to this day all of his works are continuously in print around 

the world.

Which is to say they speak to us today like they used to do in the first place.
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